What does the world think of US?

1. What are these foreign cartoonists saying about the United States after the shooting deaths of 10 people at a Buffalo supermarket?
2. Do you think the cartoons are fair? Why or why not?
3. With more civilian-owned firearms than people, is America obsessed with guns?
4. Has racism and religious bigotry driven mass killings?
5. Have these cartoonists’ home countries – Jordan and Mexico – had their own problems with violence and bigotry?
6. Should we care what the rest of the world thinks of the US?

Between the lines
The Buffalo shooting was a "vile act of racist violent extremism… We must all work together towards building more peaceful and inclusive societies." – Antonio Guterres, UN secretary-general.
https://www.npr.org/2022/05/16/1099069917/u-n-secretary-general-calls-buffalo-shooting-vile-act-of-racist-extremism

Additional resources
- More by Osama Hajjaj
  https://www.cagle.com/author/osama-hajjaj/
- More by Dario Castillejos
  https://www.cagle.com/author/dario-castillejos/
- Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/